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Introduction  

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association is Australia’s largest 

private sector trade union, representing over 210,000 members nationally in the 

retail, fast food, warehousing, distribution, community pharmacy, pharmaceutical and 

cosmetic manufacturing sectors. The majority of our members are young people and 

women. 

The New South Wales Branch of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ 

Association (the SDA) represents over 60,000 members across New South Wales 

and the Australian Capital Territory. In the ACT, the SDA has more than 2,200 

members.  

The SDA welcomes this opportunity to make a submission into the extent, nature 

and consequence of insecure work in the ACT. While the Commonwealth has 

primary responsibility to reform Australian workplace laws to provide for greater 

security of employment, the SDA believes that the Legislative Assembly has a 

positive role to play to improve the lives of working people in the Australian Capital 

Territory 

 

In this submission, the SDA will highlight examples of the exploitation of vulnerable 

workers in the retail, fast food, warehousing and distribution sectors. Specific 

reference will be made to: 

 

‐ the notorious example of the exploitation of international student workers in 7-

Eleven; 

‐ the vulnerability of subcontracted supermarket trolley collectors; and  

‐ the insecurity of work of casual employees engaged by labour hire agencies 

and the need for greater regulation of labour hire agencies. 
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The exploitation of migrant and international student workers in 7-
Eleven 

In 2015, a joint ABC-Fairfax media investigation into 7-Eleven’s franchise operations 

exposed the widespread exploitation and underpayment of 7-Eleven workers, the 

majority of whom were international students.1  

 

The investigation found that many 7-Eleven workers were being paid half, or less 

than half of the minimum rate of pay provided for in the General Retail Industry 

Award. The underpayments were effectively imposed on international student 

workers, because the franchisee had coerced, or made it a condition of employment, 

that the worker breach their student visa’s fortnightly work condition. It is condition of 

an international student’s visa that they cannot undertake more than 40 hours of paid 

employment in a fortnight.2 Under the current visa system, breaches of the fortnightly 

work hours’ requirement, whether minor, inadvertent or coerced, can result in the 

cancellation of their visa.  

 

As young international students, these workers are particularly vulnerable. Many felt 

trapped and believed nothing could be done about their situation.  

 

The systematic exploitation of vulnerable international student workers by 7-Eleven 

franchisees is a national disgrace.  

 

The SDA did not have a significant membership in 7-Eleven, however, all of the 7-

Eleven workers who were members of the SDA NSW & ACT Branch were paid all of 

their correct wages and penalty rates.  

 

The SDA entered into an arrangement with a law firm in Victoria in which any 

concerned 7-Eleven employees could contact the SDA for free legal assistance  to 

recover any underpaid wages. To date, the SDA has been able to recover more than 

                                                 
1 ‘7-Eleven: The Price of Convenience’, Four Corners, Australian Broadcasting Commission and 
Fairfax Media, 31 August 2015. 
2 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_reg/mr1994227/sch8.html 
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$10 million for 7-Eleven workers. Nationally, it is estimated that the total amount of 

money that is owed to exploited 7-Eleven workers is in excess of $100 million.  

 

The exploitation of migrant workers is wider than just 7 Eleven 

There are about 645,000 international students studying in Australia with more than 

12,000 enrolled to study in the ACT.3 A high proportion of these students are working 

in the Australian labour market.4 They are vulnerable workers on account of their 

youth, lack of experience of working in a foreign country, insecure residence status, 

limited knowledge of their workplace rights, and limited social or community 

connections. Many rely on paid employment to cover their living expenses whilst 

studying in Australia.   

 

Whilst the 7-Eleven case is a notorious example, the exploitation of international 

students in Australia is not limited to 7-Eleven.5 A study by Dr Stephen Clibborn of 

the University of Sydney found that two thirds of students were being paid below the 

minimum hourly rate of pay, and more than a third felt unsafe or threatened at work.6 

Another study of international students working in the hospitality sector found many 

were employed in informal cash in hand arrangements, with the vast majority being 

underpaid.7 

 

  

                                                 
3 https://internationaleducation.gov.au/research/International-Student-
Data/Pages/InternationalStudentData2015.aspx 
4 Australian Education International, 2006 International Student Survey: Report of the Consolidated 
Results from the Four Education Sectors in Australia (Canberra, Commonwealth of Australia, 2007); 
Simon Marginson, Christopher Nyland, Erlenawati Sawir and Helen Forbes-Mewett, International 
Student Security (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010) 134. 
5 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-07-13/international-students-underpaid-australian-working-
conditions/7586452 
6 S Clibborn, ‘7-Eleven: amnesty must apply to all exploited workers’, The Sydney Morning Herald, 9 
September 2015. 
7 Tham, Campbell and Boese, ‘Why is Labour Protection for Temporary Migrant Workers so Fraught? 
An Australian Perspective’ in Temporary Labour Migration in the Global Era edited by Howe and 
Owens. 
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SDA submission to the Senate Education and Employment 
References Committee 

In a submission to the Senate Education and Employment References Committee 

dated 21 September 2015, the SDA and the McKell Institute highlighted the plight of 

temporary work visa holders in Australia, with a particular reference to 7-Eleven 

workers. A copy of that submission is annexed to this submission (Appendix A)8.  

 

That submission looked at three classes of vulnerable migrant workers: international 

students, subclass 457 visa holders, and working holiday makers. The submission 

concluded that these classes of workers are highly vulnerable to workplace 

exploitation, whilst at the same time being highly constrained to voice concerns 

about being exploited. The following recommendations were made:  

 

1. A migrant worker who is in breach of their visa’s work condition or is being 

remunerated or employed in violation of Australian law should not face the 

possibility of deportation and/or cancellation of their visa, where the breach is 

attributable to exploitation or coercion by the employer or a third party. 

  

a. Working below the correct wage or employment conditions is taken to 

evidence exploitation 

b. A migrant worker can only have their visa cancelled for breach of its 

work condition and/or Australia law if the Department if Immigration can 

establish that the migrant worker freely sought to enter into an 

employment relationship in breach of the visa’s work condition and/or 

Australian law.  

 

2. The Fair Work Ombudsman’s resources need to be increased substantially in 

order to enable the proper and systematic identification of the exploitation of 

migrant workers in the Australian labour market. 

 

                                                 
8 http://www.sda.org.au/download/submissions-publications/SDA-Submission-The-Impact-of-
Australias-Temporary-Work-Visa-Programs-21-September-2015_2.pdf 
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3. The identities of migrant workers who report instance of exploitation to the 

Fair Work Ombudsman or to any other body should not be provided to the 

Department of Immigration and Border Protection.  

 

These recommendations were directed to the Senate in the context of visa work 

conditions, FWO funding and the reporting of visa breaches by exploited workers, 

matters outside of the control of the ACT Legislative Assembly. However, the SDA 

believes it is important that the ACT Standing Committee on Education, Employment 

and Youth Affairs be aware of the vulnerability and ongoing exploitation of these 

classes of workers, who perform work in the retail and services sectors in the ACT.     

 

Franchisor liability  

In the 7-Eleven example, it was clear that many franchisees could not make a profit 

without underpaying their workers.9 Such a business model was not only 

fundamentally flawed, but also grossly unethical. It also created an uneven playing 

field whereby competitor retail businesses that paid their workers correctly were put 

at an enormous unfair competitive disadvantage.  

 

Although some franchisees have been brought to account, pursuing the franchisee 

does not address the structural issue which perpetuated the exploitation of 7-Eleven 

workers.  

 

One way of addressing this is amend the franchise code to make the franchisor 

legally liable for the breach of labour law violations, (such as underpayments) by its 

franchisee. This could be achieved by amending current franchise laws, whereby a 

franchisor would become liable for underpayments (and other breaches), with a 

reverse onus of proof that they knew or ought reasonably to have known of the 

occurrence of underpayments and failed to take reasonable steps to prevent it from 

occurring. The SDA recommends the introduction of this type of model. 

 

                                                 
9 Adele Ferguson, Sarah Danckert and Klaus Toft, ‘7-Eleven: Allan Fels says model dooms 
franchisees and workers’, The Age, 31 August 2015. 
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The SDA also supports the creation of an offence of wage theft in cases of deliberate 

underpayment of wages.  

 

The gig-economy and new forms of insecure work  

The SDA submits that any inquiry into the extent, nature and consequence of 

insecure work should also closely consider new forms of insecure work that have 

emerged as part of the gig-economy.  

 

The term “gig-economy” arose during the global financial crisis in 2009, when many 

workers turned to sporadic, freelance work (or “gigs”) after losing permanent 

employment.10 The term has since come to refer to online services that pair workers 

with tasks. The services are generally run by for-profit companies who charge the 

worker for pairing them with work.  

 

The gig-economy spans a broad cross-section of industries. Example of gig-

economy services include: Airtasker11 and TaskRabbit12 (generic tasks), Uber13 and 

Lyft14 (taxi and courier services), Airbnb15 (accommodation services) and Whizz16 

(home cleaning services).   

 

The size of the gig-economy is increasing rapidly. A 2016 Deloitte report found that 

revenue earned in NSW among the larger operators grew by more than 68% in 12 

months to $2.6 billion.17  

 

Unions NSW has produced an excellent report into the employment practices and 

conditions available to workers who source work through the online platform, 

Airtasker: “Innovation or Exploitation: Busting the Airtasker Myth”.18  

                                                 
10 https://psmag.com/economics/making-it-work-a-closer-look-at-the-gig-economy 
11 https://www.airtasker.com/ 
12 https://www.taskrabbit.com/ 
13 https://www.uber.com/en-AU/ 
14 https://www.lyft.com/ 
15 https://www.airbnb.com.au/ 
16 https://whizz.com.au/ 
17 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/Economics/deloitte-au-economics-
nsw-collaborative%20economy-developments-030417.pdf 
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With reference to the report of Unions NSW, the following issues concerning the 

insecurity of work in the gig-economy can be distilled:  

 

‐ Workers are generally engaged as independent contractors, not employees 

and so are not entitled to minimum wages, workers compensation, 

superannuation and protection from unfair dismissal; 

 

‐ In many instances, workers are paid less than the Award minimum rate of 

pay. In the case of Airtasker, this is because the rate of pay is either decided 

through a bid system, where the lowest bid wins the work; 

 

‐ Workers may not be covered by workers compensation laws, and are not 

insured for damage to personal property;  

 

‐ The gig-economy shifts risk onto the worker, undermines the conditions of 

employees performing the same work in a traditional work environment, and 

increases precariousness of employment. It is return to competitive Taylorism.  

 

The Unions NSW report concludes that legislative change is urgently needed to 

ensure that gig-economy businesses observe minimum labour standards for its 

workers, including rates of pay, insurance and workers compensation. The SDA fully 

supports these recommendations.  

 

  

                                                                                                                                                     
18 
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/unionsnsw/pages/3135/attachments/original/1474529110/Unio
ns_NSW_Report_into_Airtasker.pdf?1474529110 
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The exploitation of trolley collectors by subcontractors  

Another example of the exploitation of a class of vulnerable and exploited worker in 

the retail industry are trolley collectors engaged by sub-contractors.  

Trolley collecting is an important component of retailing. However, trolley collectors 

are not often employed directly by the retailer, but are engaged through a sub-

contractor.  

In a recent report, the Fair Work Ombudsman noted that as a relatively low skilled 

and labour intensive enterprise, the trolley collecting industry attracts a large number 

of vulnerable workers.19 According to the 2011 census, 50% of trolley collectors are 

under the age of 25, and 40% don’t have any education beyond year 10. A large 

number of trolley collectors are from non-English speaking backgrounds. When 

language barriers, cultural issues, and language and education barriers are factored, 

trolley collectors constitute a vulnerable group of workers who are ripe for 

exploitation and wage underpayment. As with the 7-Eleven example, these 

vulnerable workers are often unaware of their workplace rights; even when they 

know they are being underpaid, they can be reluctant to make a complaint.  

In 2012, the Fair Work Ombudsman commenced legal proceedings against two sub-

contractors operating at several Coles supermarkets, alleging total underpayments 

of more than $200,000 for 10 trolley collectors. Eventually, the sub-contractors were 

successfully prosecuted and fined $188,100.20  

Coles entered into an Enforceable Undertaking with the Fair Work Ombudsman, and 

has sought to bring the majority of its trolley collecting services in-house. Whereas 

Coles had originally engaged about 30 contractors to provide trolley collection, 

today, more than two thirds of trolley collectors working in Coles Supermarkets are 

employed directly by Coles. This is an excellent outcome for trolley collectors. Coles 

are also to be commended for their action. Not only are trolley collectors directly 

employed by Coles being paid correctly, but they are receiving a higher rate of pay 

and better conditions of employment under an SDA negotiated Collective 

Agreement.  

                                                 
19 https://www.fairwork.gov.au/reports/coles-eu-report/background 
20 http://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/coles-subcontractor-underpaid-trolley-collectors-by-
220000/news-story/69fe152c8c8240f5b5d8ebe4c84876c9 
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The underpayment of trolley collectors is widespread through the retail industry. For 

example, since 2007, the Fair Work Ombudsman has recovered more than $700,000 

in unpaid wages and entitlements for more than 544 trolley collectors.21  

 

In 2014, the Fair Work Ombudsman commenced an inquiry into trolley collection 

services procurement by Woolworths Limited. In its report,22 the FWO found that of 

130 Woolworths' sites examined by Fair Work inspectors, evidence of some form of 

non‐compliance was found at almost 80%. In some cases, workers were being paid 

an hourly rate of $10. In another case, the Ombudsman had commenced legal 

proceedings against a subcontractor claiming underpayments for a single worker 

totalling more than $25,000.  

 

These examples highlight the vulnerability of sub-contracted trolley collectors.  

 

One way to improve this situation is to legislate to make the principle business liable 

for any underpayments made by the sub-contractor.  

 

Insecurity of work for casual agency workers 

The SDA represents workers in the warehousing and distribution sectors and has 

members employed as casual workers by labour hire firms.  

Predominantly engaged on a casual basis, labour hire employees experience greater 

levels of insecurity of employment compared to casual workers engaged directly by a 

host or principal employer.  

Many warehouses and distribution centres outsource their casual workforce to a 

labour hire agency. These workers will work solely or predominantly at the one site, 

sometimes for many years. Although they work at the direction of the host employer, 

they have no direct employment relationship with the host employer. Because of this, 

                                                 
21 https://www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/news-and-media-releases/2016-media-releases/june-
2016/20160625-woolworths-trolley-mr 
22 https://www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/access-accountability-and-reporting/inquiry-reports#trolley-
collection-services-procurement-by-woolworths-limited 
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labour hire workers are very limited in what action they can take if they have a 

dispute at the workplace.  

For example, there is very little recourse a labour hire worker can take if the worksite 

employer informs the labour hire agency that they do not want them. Consequently, 

host employers can have less regard for minimum legislative requirements that 

would apply to their own employees. They can decide to terminate the employment 

relationship with a labour hire worker, even without communicating the reason. The 

labour hire workers may be sent to another host employer. But there is no guarantee 

they will work the same number of hours, earn the same pay or have a similar roster.  

In one example, an SDA member had been working regular shifts at a workplace as 

an agency casual for over a year. A co-worker made a complaint to management 

about the agency casual employee. Even though the complaint was never 

substantiated, the workplace forwarded the complaint to the labour hire company. 

The agency casual employee was subsequently informed that they would no longer 

be required to work shifts at the workplace. The SDA intervened and tried to get the 

labour hire company to provide replacement shifts to the employee at a different 

workplace. Although some shifts were found for the employee, they were far less 

than what the employee had been working.  

 

This example highlights the vulnerable situation of casual employees working for 

labour hire companies. A casual employee employed directly by a company under 

an Enterprise Agreement would generally have better security of ongoing 

employment. For an agency casual employee, there is little to no security of ongoing 

employment.  

 

In the above example, whereas a casual worker directly employed by the host 

employer may have recourse to an Enterprise Agreement’s grievance procedure to 

challenge the decision to cease the provision of ongoing shifts, these rights are not 

available to an agency casual. Rather, agency casuals can be the victim of an 

unsubstantiated complaint, lose ongoing work, and have no way of challenging the 

decision. This situation is grossly unfair.  
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Furthermore, labour hire workers generally have no access to collective bargaining, 

even though they may have worked for the same host employer over many years. 

The inability of labour hire workers to directly negotiated with their host employer is a 

barrier to negotiating better pay and conditions of employment with the host 

employer. It can also limit the ability of this class of workers to raise other issues of 

concern, including rostering and workplace health and safety issues. 

 

Exploitation of vulnerable workers by Labour Hire firms 

Another example of the exploitation of workers in the service sector are agency 

workers engaged by labour hire firms who are paid less than minimum Award 

conditions. A recent, concerning example highlighted the strategy of a labour hire 

employer to use an expired workplace agreement to drive down employment 

conditions.  

Kikki K 

The use of labour hire employment is not restricted to the distribution and 

warehousing sector. Although less common, it also occurs in the retail sector. For 

example, recently it was reported that retailer Kikki K contracts out its more than 300 

non-managerial staff through the labour hire company, Employment Innovations.23  

The labour hire staff working at Kikki K were covered by an expired Work Choices 

era “zombie” agreement, the HRO Initiatives Pty Ltd Employee Collective Agreement 

2007.24 Unlike the General Retail Industry Award, this Agreement does not contain 

penalty rates. Importantly, these workers were not getting a higher base rate of pay 

or other superior conditions compared to the Award in compensation for the lack of 

penalty rates. This meant the labour hire staff working at Kikki K in the evenings, 

weekends or public holidays, were not getting paid penalty rates and were not 

getting a higher base rate, so they were paid less than the Award.  

                                                 
23 https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/apr/13/hundreds-of-kikkik-staff-on-outdated-
agreement-with-no-penalty-rates 
24 https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/documents/agreements/wpa/caen072350660.pdf 
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After public pressure, Kikki K’s chief executive made a public statement saying it 

would pay its retail team members more favourably compared to the General Retail 

Industry Award. However, there was no legal obligation for it to do so.25  

Labour hire agency employees engaged by Employment Innovations were not the 

only employees engaged under the HRO Initiatives Pty Ltd Employee Collective 

Agreement 2007. Other clients who used staff hired on this Agreement included an 

IGA Franchisee in Queensland, the Bavarian Hospitality Group and Delivery Hero.26 

Presumably, employees working at those workplaces under this Agreement do not 

get penalty rates or higher base rates of pay.  

 

SDA supports introduction of a Labour Hire Licensing Arrangement 

The SDA supports the licensing of Labour Hire firms as a way of combatting the 

exploitation of labour hire employees. The SDA notes the labour hire licensing 

scheme recently announced by the Queensland State Government and the Victorian 

Government’s recommendation to set up a licensing scheme to regulate labour hire 

operators in Victoria.  Both of these schemes seek to regulate labour hire 

arrangements as a means of reducing exploitation in the labour hire industry. 

 

  

                                                 
25 http://www.afr.com/news/policy/industrial-relations/kikkik-agrees-not-to-cut-penalty-rates-after-
online-backlash-20170419-gvnow1 
26 https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/apr/13/hundreds-of-kikkik-staff-on-outdated-
agreement-with-no-penalty-rates 
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Recommendations 

The SDA proposes the following recommendations to address the extent, nature and 

consequence of insecure work in the ACT: 

1. That all franchising agreements between a franchisor and a franchisee or 

franchisees in the Australian Capital Territory contain a legal commitment 

that makes the franchisor liable for any underpayment of wages and 

breaches on industrial awards, agreements or industrial laws by the 

franchisee or franchisees. 

 

2. The creation of a new offence of wage theft in cases of deliberate 

underpayment of wages.  

 

3. That businesses which engage sub-contractors be liable for any 

underpayments made by sub-contractors to their employees. 

 

4. That accurate employment records of any transferring employees of any 

franchise business sold to a new owner be provided to the new owner. 

 

5. That an extensive education program be undertaken by the Australian Capital 

Territory Government to educate potential employees of labour hire 

companies and agencies and those with student visas of their legal working 

entitlements. 

 
6. That all labour hire companies or agencies operating in the Australian 

Capital Territory are registered and regulated. 

 

7. That a Government body be established to register and regulate all labour 

hire companies or agencies in the Australian Capital Territory. 

 

8. That a registration system for all labour hire companies or agencies 

operating in the Australian Capital Territory be established by the 

registration body. 
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9. That a fit and proper person test be established for any person who is a 

director of a registered labour hire company. 

 

10. That any labour hire company or agency shall have registration for no more 

than 3 years. Each 3 years a labour hire company or agency shall reapply 

for registration. New registration will not be granted if the labour hire 

company or agency has committed significant breaches of its registration. 

 

11. That to be registered, labour hire companies and agencies must commit to 

an enforceable code of conduct. The code will include the compliance of all 

relevant and legal workplace conditions of employment, including health 

and safety legislation. 

 

12. That no person be able to work for a third party or host employer unless 

employed by a registered labour hire company or agency. 

 

13. That any labour hire company or agency that is not registered to operate in 

the Australian Capital Territory shall be closed down by the regulatory 

authority. 

 

14. That any labour hire company or agency that operates in the Australian 

Capital Territory shall have three months from the date that the registration 

authority is established to be registered. 

 

15. That labour hire workers have access to a legally binding grievance 

procedure for any workplace issues at the host employer’s workplace. 
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Conclusion  

This submission has focussed on a number of examples of insecure work in the 

retail, fast food and warehousing sectors, including: 

 

‐ the exploitation of international students by 7-Eleven franchisees; 

‐ the underpayment of trolley collectors in the supermarket sector; 

‐ the insecure work situation for labour hire agency casuals in the warehousing 

sector; and 

‐ the use of an expired Work Choices Agreement by a labour hire company in 

the retail sector to pay its workers less than the minimum Award entitlements.  

 

These examples of insecure work are illustrative of a much wider problem in the 

retail, fast food and warehousing sectors. All too often, the victims are young workers 

who are unaware of their rights. For this reason, the work of this inquiry in 

highlighting the need for greater protection of labour hire, young and migrant workers 

is applauded.  

 

The SDA thanks the Committee for the opportunity to make a submission.  

 
Bernie Smith 
Branch Secretary-Treasurer 
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1'(!AQ"!'2/!/$%;'&!0.!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.!&$!7$*%/!$.!428&/!MH*K!2.3!H3K!$7!&'(!&(8>/!$7!8(7(8(.*(!@0&'!

428&0*%,28!(>4'2/0/!$.!&'(!8(*(.&,9!(T4$/(3!4,0;'&!$7!Y!R,(:(.!@$8=(8/<!

1'(!7%.32>(.&2,!4%84$/(!$7!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.!0/!&$!3(>$./&82&(5!&'8$%;'!&'(!Y!R,(:(.!*2/(5!&'(!.((3!

7$8!,(;0/,2&0:(!2>(.3>(.&/!&$!2338(//!&'(!48$#,(>!$7!Z*$(8*(3!#8(2*'(/C<!1'(!.$&0$.!$7!Z*$(8*(3!

#8(2*'C!*2.!#(!(T4,20.(3!2/!2!/0&%2&0$.!@'(8(#9!&'(!(>4,$9(8!*$(8*(/!&'(!:0/2!@$8=(8!&$!#8(2*'!&'(!

*$.30&0$./!$7!&'(08!:0/2!2.3!#9!3$0.;!/$!&'(.!%/(!&'2&!#8(2*'!2/!,(:(82;(!&$!*8(2&(!2!*$>4,02.&!2.3!

(T4,$0&(3!@$8=7$8*(<!

!

1'(!)*+(,,!-./&0&%&(!@2/!*$>>0//0$.(3!#9!&'(!AQ"!&$!48$3%*(!&'0/!8(4$8&5!@'0*'!@2/!2%&'$8(3!#9!

Q8<![$2..2!\$@(5!A(.0$8!](*&%8(8!$7!]2@!2&!&'(!^.0:(8/0&9!$7!"3(,203(!2.3!2!*$./%,&2.&!@0&'!\28>(8/!

B$8=4,2*(!]2@9(8/<!

!

!

!

!

!

?$&(!

!
1'(!$40.0$./!0.!&'0/!424(8!28(!&'$/(!$7!&'(!2%&'$8!2.3!3$!.$&!.(*(//280,9!8(48(/(.&!&'(!:0(@/!$7!&'(!

)*+(,,! -./&0&%&(C/!>(>#(8/5!2770,02&(/5! 0.30:03%2,!#$283!>(>#(8/!$8! 8(/(28*'!*$>>0&&((!>(>#(8/<!

".9!8(>20.0.;!(88$8/!$8!$>0//0$./!28(!&'(!8(/4$./0#0,0&9!$7!&'(!2%&'$8<!

!
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!"#$%#$&'

 
"#$%&!&'(!"%&'$8!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!Y!

!!!!!!

!!!!RT(*%&0:(!A%>>289!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!X!

!

]0/&!$7!W(*$>>(.32&0$./!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!L!

!

-.&8$3%*&0$.!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!MI!

!

D28&!-_!^.3(8/&2.30.;!'$@!(>4,$9(8/!*2.!*$(8*(!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!

0.&$!#8(2*'0.;!&'(08!:0/2!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!MJ!

!

D28&!--_!1'(!&'8((!>20.!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!:0/2!/*'(>(/!2.3!&'(!4$&(.&02,!7$8!

*$(8*(3!#8(2*'!$7!:0/2!*$.30&0$./!2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@!%.3(8!(2*'_!<<<<<<<<<!Ma!
!"#$%&'(%)&*+%),#-&./'%&-#""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""#01#

2"#3.45,)--#617#8*-)#9+,/'(-#""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""#:;#

<"#=+(>*%?#9+,*/)@#A)>'(-#""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""#:1#

!

D28&!---_!G%&%8(!Q08(*&0$./!7$8!1(>4$8289!]2#$%8!)0;82&0$.!0.!"%/&82,02!<<<<<<<!JX!

 
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!"#$%&%'(&!$%'#)&

!

Q8![$2..2!\$@(!0/!2!A(.0$8!](*&%8(8!$7!]2@!2&!&'(!^.0:(8/0&9!$7!"3(,203(!2.3!2!*$./%,&2.&!

@0&'! \28>(8/!B$8=4,2*(! ]2@9(8/<! A'(! '$,3/! 2! Q$*&$82&(! $7! D'0,$/$4'9! 0.! ]2@! 78$>! &'(!

^.0:(8/0&9!$7!bT7$83!@'(8(!/'(!/&%30(3!2/!2!W'$3(/!A*'$,28<!Q8!\$@(!'2/!2,/$!@$8=(3!2/!2!

*$./%,&2.&!7$8!&'(!-.&(8.2&0$.2,!]2#$%8!b8;2.0/2&0$.5!&'(!)*+(,,!-./&0&%&(!2.3!7$8!&'(!Rc%2,!

b44$8&%.0&9! 7$8!B$>(.! 0.!&'(!B$8=4,2*(!";(.*9<! !Q8!\$@(! 0/! &'(!'$,3(8!$7!2!48(/&0;0$%/!

;82.&!78$>!&'(!bd2&0!-.&(8.2&0$.2,!-./&0&%&(!7$8!&'(!A$*0$,$;9!$7!]2@!0.!A420.!&$!*$.:(.(!2!

@$8=/'$4!$.! &(>4$8289! ,2#$%8!>0;82&0$.!#80.;0.;! &$;(&'(8! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!(T4(8&/! 0.!JIMa<!

Q8! \$@(! 0/! 2,/$! 2! *'0(760.:(/&0;2&$8! $.! 2.! "%/&82,02.! W(/(28*'! e$%.*0,! Q0/*$:(89! E82.&5!

ZB$8=!RT4(80(.*(_!]2#$%8!]2@!2&!&'(!P$%.3289!$7!B$8=!2.3!R3%*2&0$.C<!Q8!\$@(!0/!8(;%,28,9!

0.:0&(3!&$!23:0/(!;$:(8.>(.&!3(428&>(.&/!2.3!8(:0(@/!$.!"%/&82,02C/!&(>4$8289!>0;82&0$.!

48$;82><!A'(! 0/!2,/$!&'(!*$6(30&$8!$7! &'(!B$8=!2.3!R>4,$9>(.&!e$,%>.! 0.!&'(!"%/&82,02.!

[$%8.2,!$7!"3>0.0/&82&0:(!]2@!2.3!@80&(/!8(;%,28,9!7$8!>2V$8!>(302!$%&,(&/<!A'(!0/!&'(!2%&'$8!

$7! &@$! #$$=/! 6! S1'(! "%/&82,02.! A&2.3283! $7! R>4,$9>(.&! W0;'&/S! HJIIL5! \2830(!E82.&K! 2.3!

ZW(&'0.=0.;! [$#! A(*%80&9C! HJIMa67$8&'*$>0.;5! "/';2&(! D%#,0/'0.;K! 2.3! .%>(8$%/! V$%8.2,!

28&0*,(/! 2.3! #$$=! *'24&(8/<! A'(! 0/! &'(! 8(*040(.&! $7! &'(! ^.0:(8/0&9! $7! "3(,203(S/!B$>(.S/!

W(/(28*'!RT*(,,(.*(!"@283!JIMa<!

&

&

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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*+(,$%-.(&/$001)2&

!

1'0/!/%#>0//0$.!/((=/!&$!%.3(8/&2.3!&'(!8(,%*&2.*(!$7!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!#80.;!

&$! ,0;'&! 0./&2.*(/!$7!(T4,$0&2&0$.! 0.! &'(!@$8=4,2*(<M!b.,9!$.(! 0.! &(.!*$>4,20.&/! &$! &'(!G208!

B$8=!b>#%3/>2.! HGBbK! 0.! JIMN`JIMO!@(8(! 78$>!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/! :$0*0.;! *$.*(8.!$:(8!

&'(08! &8(2&>(.&! 0.! &'(! "%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! >28=(&<! f(&5! 2/! &'0/! /%#>0//0$.! @0,,! /'$@5! #$&'!

2.(*3$&2,! (:03(.*(! 2.3! 0.3(4(.3(.&! 2//(//>(.&/! (/&2#,0/'! &'2&! 728! >$8(! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&'2.!&'0/!(T4(80(.*(!(T4,$0&2&0$.!2&!@$8=<!!

!

1'0/! /%#>0//0$.! 8(:(2,/! '$@! &'(! 8(;%,2&$89! 3(/0;.! $7! "%/&82,02C/! :0/2! 2882.;(>(.&/! 7$8!

0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/5! @$8=0.;! '$,0329! >2=(8/! 2.3! &(>4$8289! /=0,,(3! @$8=(8/! 48$:03(! 2!

/&8$.;!30/0.*(.&0:(!7$8!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!8(4$8&!(T4,$0&2&0:(!&8(2&>(.&!&$!&'(!2%&'$80&0(/<!

1'0/!0/!#(*2%/(!(2*'!$7!&'(/(!:0/2/!*$.&20./!428&0*%,28!*$.30&0$./!4(8&20.0.;!&$!@$8=5!@'0*'5!

07!#8(2*'(35!>29! ,(23!&$!2!:0/2!'$,3(8!#(0.;! 70.(35!3(&20.(3!$8!3(4$8&(3!%.3(8!"%/&82,02.!

0>>0;82&0$.! ,2@<! 1'0/! 48$:03(/! /*$4(! 7$8! %./*8%4%,$%/! (>4,$9(8/! &$! *$(8*(! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!#8(2*'!&'(08!:0/2C/!@$8=!*$.30&0$.!2.3!&$!&'(.!&'8(2&(.!&$!8(4$8&!&'(>!

&$!&'(!Q(428&>(.&!$7! ->>0;82&0$.! 07! &'(9!720,! &$!*$>4,9!@0&'!(>4,$9(8!8(c%(/&/!$8! 07! &'(9!

:$0*(!*$.*(8./!2#$%&!(T4,$0&2&0:(!&8(2&>(.&<!

!

1'0/! /%#>0//0$.! >2=(/! 2! .%>#(8! $7! 8(*$>>(.32&0$./! 20>(3! 2&! (.*$%82;0.;! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!8(4$8&!&$!&'(!GBb!/0&%2&0$./!$7!(T4,$0&2&0$.!2&!@$8=!2.3!&$!/%#/&2.&02,,9!

0.*8(2/(!&'(!(.7$8*(>(.&!*242*0&9!$7!&'(!GBb!&$!8(/4$.3!&$!2.3!8(*&079!*$>4,20.&/<!

!

!

!

 
 

                                                
1 The author is grateful to Professor Andrew Stewart for his feedback on an earlier draft of this submission. All 

errors are the author’s own. Please note, this submission builds upon the recommendation made to the 

Productivity Commission in another joint submission the author was involved in. For a copy of that submission, 

see: A Stewart, S McCrystal and J Howe, ‘Response to the Draft Report: Submission to the Productivity 

Commission Inquiry into the Workplace Relations Framework’ (2015) 

<http://www.pc.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/193142/subdr0271-workplace-relations.pdf>. 

!
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3-4%&#5&6(,#00(781%-#74&
!

M< "!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!@'$! 0/! 0.! #8(2*'! $7! &'(08! :0/2C/!@$8=! *$.30&0$.! $8! 0/! #(0.;! 8(>%.(82&(3! $8!

(>4,$9(3! 0.! :0$,2&0$.! $7! "%/&82,02.! ,2@! /'$%,3! .$&! 72*(! &'(! 4$//0#0,0&9! $7! 3(4$8&2&0$.! 2.3`$8!

*2.*(,,2&0$.! $7! &'(08! :0/25! @'(8(! &'(! #8(2*'! 0/! 2&&80#%&2#,(! &$! (T4,$0&2&0$.! $8! *$(8*0$.! #9! &'(!

(>4,$9(8!$8!2!&'083!428&9<!!

2< B$8=0.;! #(,$@! &'(! *$88(*&! @2;(! $8! (>4,$9>(.&! *$.30&0$./! 0/! &2=(.! &$! (:03(.*(!

(T4,$0&2&0$.<!!

#< "!>0;82.&! @$8=(8! *2.! $.,9! '2:(! &'(08! :0/2! *2.*(,,(3! 7$8! #8(2*'! $7! 0&/! @$8=! *$.30&0$.!

2.3`$8! "%/&82,02! ,2@! 07! &'(!Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.! *2.! (/&2#,0/'! &'2&! &'(!>0;82.&!

@$8=(8! 78((,9! /$%;'&! &$!(.&(8! 0.&$!2.!(>4,$9>(.&! 8(,2&0$./'04! 0.!#8(2*'!$7! &'(! :0/2C/!

@$8=!*$.30&0$.!2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@<!

!

J< 1'(!G208!B$8=!b>#%3/>2.C/!8(/$%8*(/!.((3!&$!#(!0.*8(2/(3!/%#/&2.&02,,9!0.!$83(8!&$!(.2#,(!&'(!

48$4(8! 2.3! /9/&(>2&0*! 03(.&070*2&0$.! $7! &'(! (T4,$0&2&0$.! $7! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 0.! &'(! "%/&82,02.!

,2#$%8!>28=(&<!

!

N< 1'(! 03(.&0&0(/! $7! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! @'$! 8(4$8&! 0./&2.*(/! $7! (T4,$0&2&0$.! &$! &'(! G208! B$8=!

b>#%3/>2.!$8! &$! 2.9! $&'(8! #$39! /'$%,3! .$&! #(! 48$:03(3! &$! &'(!Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.!

2.3!P$83(8!D8$&(*&0$.<!

!

! !
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97%)#8$,%-#7&
!

1'(!/&28&0.;!48(>0/(!7$8!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.!0/!&'2&!2,&'$%;'!/$>(!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!

:$0*(! *$.*(8./! 2#$%&! (T4,$0&2&0:(! &8(2&>(.&! 0.! &'(! @$8=4,2*(5! &'(! :2/&! >2V$80&9! 3$! .$&<!

Q(/40&(! #(0.;! 2>$.;/&! &'(! >$/&! 48(*280$%/! ;8$%4! $7! @$8=(8/! 0.! &'(! "%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8!

>28=(&5!$.,9!$.(! 0.!&(.!8(c%(/&/! 7$8!2//0/&2.*(!&$!&'(!G208!B$8=!b>#%3/>2.J!*$>(!78$>!

&(>4$8289! >0;82.&/<N!f(&! @'(.! &'(! GBb! 0.:(/&0;2&(/! 2.3! 2*&/! $.! #('2,7! $7! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&! @$8=(8/5! 0&/! 8(/%,&/! 28(! /0;.070*2.&<! -.! &'(! JIMN6JIMO! 70.2.*02,! 9(28! &'(! GBb!

8(*$:(8(3! gM<M! >0,,0$.! 0.! %.4203! @2;(/! 2.3! (.&0&,(>(.&/! 7$8! UaL! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&!

@$8=(8/<O!1'0/!70;%8(!@2/!(T*((3(3!0.!&'(!708/&!.0.(!>$.&'/!$7!&'(!/%#/(c%(.&!70.2.*02,!9(28!

@0&'!&'(!GBb!8(*$:(80.;!gM<JXM!>0,,0$.!7$8!NOa!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/<a!P(&@((.!JIIL!

2.3!>03!JIMa!$.(!707&'!$7!&'(!GBbC/!,0&0;2&0$.!2*&0:0&0(/!8(;283(3!(T4,$0&2&0:(!&8(2&>(.&!$7!

&(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/5! 0.! /$>(! *2/(/! ,(230.;! &$! &'(! 2@283! $7! /0;.070*2.&! 4(.2,&0(/!

2;20./&! (>4,$9(8/<U!",&'$%;'! &'(! GBb! 0/! *$./&820.(3! 0.! 0&/! (77(*&0:(.(//! #(*2%/(! $7! 0&/!

,0>0&(3! 8(/$%8*(/5! &'(! /'((8! >2;.0&%3(! $7! &'(! (.7$8*(>(.&! &2/=! *$.78$.&0.;! 0&! 2.3! 0&/!

428&0*%,28! /%0&(! $7! 4$@(8/! %.3(8! &'(! B)*(# =+(># !5&# :;;C# He&'K5! 2! 480>289! @29! 0&/!

0.:(/&0;2&0:(! 2.3! 8(;%,2&$89! 2*&0:0&0(/! *2.!#(! /&8(.;&'(.(3! 0/! 07!@$8=(8/! &'(>/(,:(/! *$>(!

7$8@283!2#$%&!(T4,$0&2&0:(!&8(2&>(.&!0.!&'(!@$8=4,2*(<!1'0/!#(;/!&'(!c%(/&0$._!07!&'(!GBb!0/!

8(/4$./0#,(! 7$8! 4%8/%0.;! (>4,$9(8/! 7$8! (T4,$0&0.;! &(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/5!@'9! 3$! /$!

7(@!$7!&'(/(!:0/2!'$,3(8/!*$.&2*&!&'(!GBb!&$!:$0*(!*$.*(8./!$:(8!&'(08!&8(2&>(.&!2&!@$8=h!!

!

1'0/!c%(/&0$.!0/!428&0*%,28,9!4(8&0.(.&!;0:(.!8(*(.&!/0;.070*2.&!>(302!0.:(/&0;2&0$./!0.&$!&'(!

;8$//! (T4,$0&2&0$.! $7! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! &'2&! $**%88(3! 0.! JIMa<! 1'(! 2442,,0.;!

&8(2&>(.&!$7!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!'2/!#((.!(T4$/(35!#%&!0.!&'(!>20.5!&'0/!&8(2&>(.&!

@(.&!%.3(8!&'(!82328!#(*2%/(!$7!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/C!720,%8(!&$!*$>(!7$8@283<!-.!D7EF,'G'%H#IJ'#

K(*5'#+L#<+%G'%*'%5'M#2.3!$&'(8!*2/(/5#&'(!2,,(;2&0$./! 0.*,%3(3!&'2&!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!@(8(!

                                                
2  Hereafter referred to as ‘the FWO’. 

3  Fair Work Ombudsman, Annual Report, 2013-2014, p 30. 

4  Ibid. 

5  Ibid. 

6  See Fair Work Ombudsman v ACN 146 435 118 Pty Ltd (no 2) [2013] FCCA 803 imposing a penalty of 

$343,860 against the company and its manager for deliberately underpaying six cleaners, including five 
migrant workers. 
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78(c%(.&,9! 4203! @2;(/! #(,$@! &'(! ,(;2,! >0.0>%>5! @$8=(3! ,$.;! '$%8/! @0&'! .$! $:(8&0>(!

429>(.&/5!@(8(!/%#V(*&(3!&$!/(T%2,!2.3!$&'(8!7$8>/!$7!'282//>(.&!2.3!@(8(!$7&(.!'$%/(3!

0.! *82>>(3! 2**$>>$32&0$.< Y !"! 4(8/0/&(.&! &'(>(! 0.! &'(08! (T4$/i/! &'(! @0,,0.;.(//! $7!

(>4,$9(8/! &$! &'8(2&(.! :0/2! '$,3(8/! @0&'! 3(4$8&2&0$.! #9! 8(4$8&0.;! &'(08! #8(2*'! $7! :0/2!

*$.30&0$./!&$!&'(!Q(428&>(.&!$7!->>0;82&0$.!2.3!P$83(8!D8$&(*&0$.<!

!

1'0/!/%#>0//0$.!0/!30:03(3!0.&$!&'8((!/%#/&2.&0:(!428&/<!D28&!b.(!(/&2#,0/'(/!'$@!&'(!*%88(.&!

:0/2!2882.;(>(.&/!(.2#,(!%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8/!&$!*$(8*(!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!

#8(2*'! &'(08! :0/2! 2.3`$8! "%/&82,02.! ,2@<! 1'0/! 428&! (/&2#,0/'(/! 2! /(&! $7! 4282>(&(8/! 7$8!

48$:030.;!2.!2>.(/&9! 7$8! &(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/! 0.! &'(!(:(.&!$7!2!#8(2*'!#(*2%/(!$7!

*$(8*0$.!$8!(T4,$0&2&0$.<!D28&!1@$!%/(/!&'8((!*2/(!/&%30(/!$7!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/5!OaY!:0/2!

@$8=(8/!2.3!@$8=0.;!'$,0329!>2=(8/!&$!0,,%/&82&(!'$@!(2*'!$7!&'(/(!:0/2!*,2//(/!48$:03(/!2.!

$44$8&%.0&9!7$8!%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8/!&$!0.3%*(!:0/2!'$,3(8/!&$!#8(2*'!&'(!*$.30&0$./!$7!

&'(08! :0/2! 4(8&20.0.;! &$!@$8=! 2.3`$8! "%/&82,02.! ,2@<! D28&! 1'8((! *$.*,%3(/! &'(! /%#>0//0$.!

2.3!3(:(,$4/!2!/(&!$7!8(*$>>(.32&0$./!7$8!'$@!&'(!8$,(!$7!&'(!G208!B$8=!b>#%3/>2.!*2.!

#(! (.'2.*(3! &$! >$8(! (77(*&0:(,9! 03(.&079! 2.3! 2338(//! &'(! (T4,$0&2&0$.! $7! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&/!0.!"%/&82,02.!@$8=4,2*(/<!

!

&

&

&

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
7  ‘Slaving Away: The Dirty Secrets behind Australia’s Fresh Food’, Four Corners, Australian Broadcasting 

Commission, 4 May 2015; ‘7-Eleven: The Price of Convenience’, Four Corners, Australian Broadcasting 
Commission and Fairfax Media, 31 August 2015. 
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:1)%&9;&<78()4%178-7=&'#>&(0?@#2()4&,17&,#(),(&%(0?#)1)2&0-=)17%&

>#)A()4&-7%#&")(1,'-7=&%'(-)&.-41&

!

1'(!8(2/$.!(>4,$9(8/!*2.!/%**(//7%,,9!&'8(2&(.!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!0.!&'0/!>2..(8!

0/!#(*2%/(!%.3(8!"%/&82,02.!,2@5!2!>0.$85! 0.23:(8&(.&!$8!*$(8*(3!#8(2*'!$7!:0/2!*$.30&0$./!

4(8&20.0.;!&$!@$8=5!*2.!8(.3(8!2!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8! ,02#,(! 7$8!*2.*(,,2&0$.!$7! &'(08!

:0/2<! ",&'$%;'! &'(! 7$8>(8! &@$! &94(/! $7! #8(2*'! 28(! 7208,9! /&820;'&7$8@2835! &'(! .$&0$.! $7! 2!

#8(2*'!280/0.;!78$>!(T4,$0&2&0$.!$8!*$(8*0$.!0/!.$&<!-.!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.5!@(!23:2.*(!&'(!,2&&(8!

.$&0$.!&$!>(2.!/0&%2&0$./!@'(8(!2.!%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8!'2/!0.3%*(3!2!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!

&$!.$&! *$>4,9!@0&'!2!:0/2C/!@$8=! *$.30&0$.<!1'0/! *$%,3!$**%8!#9!2.!(>4,$9(8!(.*$%82;0.;!

2.3`$8!8(c%080.;!2.!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&!&$!@$8=!2330&0$.2,!/'07&/!=.$@0.;!&'0/!@0,,!4%&!&'(!

@$8=(8!0.!#8(2*'!$7!2!:0/2!8(c%08(>(.&!$7!2!7$8&.0;'&,9!@$8=!,0>0&!$7!OI!'$%8/!3%80.;!&(8>!

&0>(<!".$&'(8!(T2>4,(!0/!07!2.!(>4,$9(8!/4$./$80.;!2!OaY!:0/2!'$,3(8!308(*&/!&'(!@$8=(8!&$!

4(87$8>!2! V$#! &'2&! 0/!3077(8(.&! &$! &'(!$**%42&0$.! 03(.&070(3! 0.! &'(! /4$./$8/'04!2;8((>(.&!

2.3`$8!7$8!2!@2;(!,$@(8!&'2.!&'(!1(>4$8289!)0;82&0$.!-.*$>(!1'8(/'$,3<L!-.!&'(!*2/(!$7!2!

@$8=0.;!'$,0329!>2=(85!&'0/!*$%,3!$**%8!#9!2.!(>4,$9(8!4290.;!&'(!@$8=(8!0.!*2/'!2&!2!82&(!

#(,$@!&'(!.2&0$.2,!>0.0>%>!@2;(!0.!$83(8!&$!8(&20.!&'(!V$#<!-.!(2*'!$7!&'(/(!/0&%2&0$./!&'(!

&(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8! '2/! Z&(*'.0*2,,9C! 2*c%0(/*(3! &$! &'(! (T4,$0&2&0:(! @$8=!

2882.;(>(.&! #%&! 0.! 8(2,0&95! &'(! (>4,$9(8! '2/! (T(8*0/(3! &'(08! 4$/0&0$.! $7! 4$@(8! 2.3!

3$>0.2.*(! 0.! &'(! 8(,2&0$./'04! &$! *$(8*(! &'(! @$8=(8! 0.&$! #8(2*'0.;! (0&'(8! &'(! :0/2C/!

*$.30&0$.!4(8&20.0.;! &$!@$8=! 2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.! ,2@<!"/! 2! 8(/%,&5! &'(! 8(;%,2&0$.!4(8>0&&0.;!

3(4$8&2&0$.!7$8!#8(2*'!$7!2!:0/2C/!@$8=!*$.30&0$.!2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@!'2/!&'(!4$&(.&02,!&$!

,(23! &$! &'(! *$./(c%(.*(! $7! >2=0.;! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! >$8(! /%/*(4&0#,(! &$!

(T4,$0&2&0$.! #9! %./*8%4%,$%/! (>4,$9(8/! @'$! @0/'! &$! &0(! &'(>! &$! 2.! (T4,$0&2&0:(!

(>4,$9>(.&! 8(,2&0$./'04<! -.! &'0/! /%#>0//0$.5! @(! /%;;(/&! &'2&! @'(8(! 2! >0;82.&! @$8=(8!

#8(2*'(/!&'(08!:0/2!$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@!#(*2%/(!$7!*$(8*0$.!$8!(T4,$0&2&0$.5!&'0/!/'$%,3!48$:03(!

2! ,(;2,,9! 2**(4&2#,(! V%/&070*2&0$.! &$! @'2&! @$%,3! $&'(8@0/(! #(! 2.! %.,2@7%,! 2*&! %.3(8!

"%/&82,02.!0>>0;82&0$.!,2@<!"/!@(!@0,,!;$!$.&$!(T4,20.5!&'(!,2@!/'$%,3!#(!*'2.;(3!/$!&'2&!

&(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 3$! .$&! 72*(! 4%.0&0:(! *$./(c%(.*(/! 7$8! #8(2*'0.;! &'(08! :0/2!

                                                
9   457 visa holders’ salaries must be above the Temporary Skilled Migration Income Threshold (TSMIT). The 

TSMIT is currently set at $53,900. 
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*$.30&0$.!2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@!0.!&'(/(!&94(!$7!/0&%2&0$./<!

!

"!.(*(//289! /&28&0.;!4$0.&! 0/! &$! (/&2#,0/'!@'2&! 0/!>(2.&!#9! Z(T4,$0&2&0$.C<! W(*$;.0/0.;! &'(!

@(2,&'!$7!:0(@/!$.!&'0/!c%(/&0$.5!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.!/0>4,9!8(;283/!Z(T4,$0&2&0$.C!2/!/0&%2&0$./!

@'(8(!@$8=(8/!28(!#(0.;!3(,0#(82&(,9!(.;2;(3!#9!(>4,$9(8/!#(,$@!&'(!,(;2,,9!*$88(*&!@2;(!

2.3!#(,$@!&'(!(>4,$9>(.&!*$.30&0$./!7$8!&'(08!$**%42&0$.<!",&'$%;'!2!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!

@$8=(8!>29!'2:(!2*c%0(/*(3!&$!&'0/!2882.;(>(.&!&$!/$>(!3(;8((5! 0&! 0/!28;%(3!&'2&!/%*'!2!

/0&%2&0$.! 0/! 0.'(8(.&,9! (T4,$0&2&0:(! ;0:(.! &'(! /0;.070*2.&! 4$@(8! 3077(8(.&02,/! #(&@((.!

&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!2.3!&'(08!(>4,$9(8/!2.3!&'(!@(2,&'!$7!/*'$,28,9!,0&(82&%8(!@'0*'!

(/&2#,0/'(/! &'(! 48(*280$%/.(//! $7! &(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=<MI!b7! *$%8/(! .$&! 2,,! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 28(! (T4,$0&(3! 6! 0.3((3! >2.9! 28(! .$&<! ?$.(&'(,(//5! &'(8(! 0/! (.$%;'!

(:03(.*(!&$!/'$@!&'2&!(T4,$0&2&0$.!&(.3/!&$!#(!(.3(>0*!2>$.;/&!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!

48$;82>/!@$8,3@03(<MM!

!

1'(!*(.&82,!8(*$>>(.32&0$.!$7!&'0/!/%#>0//0$.!0/!&'2&!2!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!@'$!0/!0.!#8(2*'!$7!

&'(08!:0/2C/!@$8=!*$.30&0$.!$8! 0/!#(0.;!8(>%.(82&(3!$8!(>4,$9(3! 0.!:0$,2&0$.!$7!"%/&82,02.!

,2@!/'$%,3!.$&! 72*(! &'(!4$//0#0,0&9!$7!3(4$8&2&0$.!2.3`$8!*2.*(,,2&0$.!$7! &'(08! :0/25!@'(8(!

&'(! #8(2*'! 0/! 2&&80#%&2#,(! &$! (T4,$0&2&0$.! $8! *$(8*0$.! #9! &'(! (>4,$9(8! $8! 2! &'083! 428&9<!

B$8=0.;! #(,$@! &'(! *$88(*&! @2;(! $8! (>4,$9>(.&! *$.30&0$./! 0/! &2=(.! &$! (:03(.*(!

(T4,$0&2&0$.<! "! >0;82.&! @$8=(8! *2.! $.,9! '2:(! &'(08! :0/2! *2.*(,,(3! 7$8! #8(2*'! $7! 0&/! @$8=!

*$.30&0$.! 2.3`$8! "%/&82,02! ,2@! 07! &'(! Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.! *2.! (/&2#,0/'! &'2&! &'(!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8!78((!/$%;'&!&$!(.&(8!0.&$!2.!(>4,$9>(.&!8(,2&0$./'04!0.!#8(2*'!$7!&'(!:0/2C/!

@$8=!*$.30&0$.!2.3`$8!"%/&82,02.!,2@<!

!

                                                
10  For example, J Fudge, ‘Precarious Migrant Status and Precarious Employment: The paradox of international 

rights for migrant workers’ (201?) 34 Comparative Labour Law and Policy Journal 101; Judy Fudge and 

Kendra Strauss (eds) Temporary Work, Agencies and Unfree Labour: Insecurity in the New World of Work 

(Routledge 2014); M. J. Piore, Birds of Passage: Migrant Labor and Industrial Societies (Cambridge 

University Press:1979); Leah Vosko, Managing the Margins: Gender, Citizenship and the International 

Regulation of Precarious Work (OUP 2010); B Deegan, Visa Subclass 457 Integrity Review Issues Paper #3 

Integrity/Exploitation, Department of Immigration and Citizenship, Canberra, September 2008. For 

anecdotal evidence of this phenomenon in the Australian context, see the stories of 457 visa holders reported 

on the ABC’s Radio National programme: Claudia Taranto, ‘Workers Without Borders: The Rise of 

Temporary Migrant Labour’, 18 May 2015, http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/earshot/the-rise-

of-temporary-migrant-labour/6472368. 

11  ILO Fair Migration Report 2014; Global Commission on Migration report, 2005. 
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1'0/! /%#>0//0$.! 3$(/! .$&! &2=(! &'(! :0(@! &'2&! 2,,! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! #(! ;0:(.! 2!

#,2.=(&!2>.(/&9!78$>!#8(2*'!$7!:0/2!*$.30&0$./!4(8&20.0.;!&$!@$8=<!b%8!*2%&0$.!'(8(!0/!&'2&!

0&!0/!c%0&(!7$8(/((2#,(!&'(8(!@0,,!#(!*08*%>/&2.*(/!@'(8(!&'(!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8!0/!&$!

#,2>(! 7$8! &'(!429>(.&!$7!@2;(/!2.3!*$.30&0$./!#(,$@! &'(! ,(;2,!>0.0>%><! [%/&!2/!.$&!2,,!

(>4,$9(8/!28(!%./*8%4%,$%/!H0.!72*&!&'(!:2/&!>2V$80&9!48$#2#,9!28(!.$&K5!.$&!2,,!&(>4$8289!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!28(!#,2>(,(//!H2,&'$%;'!&'(!:2/&!>2V$80&9!48$#2#,9!28(K<!1'%/5!@(!&'0.=!0&!0/!

2!@$8=2#,(!/$,%&0$.!7$8!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!&$!#(!48$:03(3!2!;(.(82,!2>.(/&9!%.,(//!

&'(! Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.! *2.! 48$:03(! (:03(.*(! &$! &'(! *$.&8289! $7! 2! @$8=(8C/!

*%,42#0,0&9<! b#:0$%/,95! &'0/! 244,0(/! 0.! /0&%2&0$./! @'(8(! &'(8(! 0/! /9/&(>0*! (:03(.*(! $7!

(T4,$0&2&0$.!$7!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/5!/%*'!2/!0.!&'(!(T2>4,(!$7!@$8=(8/!(>4,$9(3!0.!

P2032!D$%,&89!48$*(//0.;!4,2.&/5MJ!$8!0.!&'(!*2/(!$7!Y6R,(:(.5!#%&!0&!2,/$!244,0(/!0.!0.30:03%2,!

*2/(/! @'(8(! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 8(*(0:(! @2;(/! 2.3! *$.30&0$./! 0.! :0$,2&0$.! $7!

"%/&82,02.! ,2@! 2.3! 303! .$&! 2*&0:(,9! /((=! &$! /(&! %4! &'0/! 2882.;(>(.&<! -.! (2*'! $7! &'(/(!

/0&%2&0$./5!&'(!(>4,$9(85!@'$/(!8(/$%8*(/!2.3!=.$@,(3;(!$7!"%/&82,02.!,2@!28(!,0=(,9!&$!728!

$%&/&804!&'2&!$7!&'(!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(85!/'$%,3!'2:(!=.$@.!#(&&(8<!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

                                                
12  Natalie James, ‘The Fair Work Ombudsman’s Inquiry into the labour procurement arrangements of Baida 

Group in New South Wales’, 18 June 2015 < http://www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/news-and-media-
releases/2015-media-releases/june-2015/20150618-baiada-group-statement-of-findings>. 
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:1)%&99;&B'(&%')((&01-7&0-=)17%&>#)A()&.-41&4,'(0(4&178&%'(&

?#%(7%-1@&5#)&,#(),(8&")(1,'&#5&.-41&,#78-%-#74&178C#)&!$4%)1@-17&@1>&

$78()&(1,';&

!

1'0/! /%#>0//0$.! *$./03(8/! &'(! &'8((! 480>289! :0/2! /%#*,2//(/! @'0*'! 48$:03(! 7$8! &'(!

4(87$8>2.*(!$7!@$8=!0.!&'(!3$>(/&0*!(*$.$>9!#9!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/<!",&'$%;'!$7!

&'(! &'8((5! $.,9! &'(! OaY! :0/2! 0/! $770*02,,9! 0.&(.3(3! 2/! 2! ,2#$%8!>0;82&0$.! 48$;82>5! 2! ,28;(!

2>$%.&!$7!,$@!/=0,,(3!2.3!%./=0,,(3!@$8=!0/!4(87$8>(3!#9!:0/2!'$,3(8/!@'$!28(!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/! $8! @$8=0.;! '$,0329! >2=(8/<MN!R2*'! $7! &'(/(! &'8((! :0/2! /%#*,2//(/! '2/! 2! /4(*070*!

8(;%,2&$89!782>(@$8=!@'0*'!0.*$84$82&(!2!.%>#(8!$7!428&0*%,28!@$8=!*$.30&0$./<!P8(2*'!$7!

&'(/(! *$.30&0$./! *2.! ,(23! &$! :280$%/! 4%.0&0:(! *$./(c%(.*(/! 7$8! &'(! >0;82.&! @$8=(85! &'(!

>$/&! /(80$%/! #(0.;! 3(4$8&2&0$.<! 1'0/! /%#>0//0$.! /'$@/! '$@! (2*'! $7! &'(/(! 8(;%,2&$89!

782>(@$8=/! *2.! 30/*$%82;(! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 78$>! :$0*0.;! *$.*(8./! 2#$%&!

(T4,$0&2&0$.!0.!&'(!@$8=4,2*(<!

!

1'0/!/%#>0//0$.!(/&2#,0/'(/!&'2&!&'(8(!0/!2.!0.&(82*&0$.!#(&@((.!/4(*070*!@$8=!*$.30&0$./!0.!

428&0*%,28!:0/2/!@'0*'!*$2,(/*(!@0&'!/4(*070*!4%.0&0:(!*$./(c%(.*(/!&'2&!(./%(!78$>!#8(2*'!

$7! :0/2! *$.30&0$./5! @'0*'! /&8$.;,9! 30/*$%82;(! >0;82.&! @$8=(8/! 78$>! *$>4,20.0.;! 2#$%&!

(T4,$0&2&0:(! &8(2&>(.&5! &'(8(#9! 48$:030.;! /*$4(! 7$8! (:(.!>$8(! (;8(;0$%/! (T4,$0&2&0$.! #9!

%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8/<!

!

!D&97%()71%-#71@&4%$8(7%4&

!

1'(! V$0.&! "Pe6G20872T! >(302! 0.:(/&0;2&0$.! 0.&$! Y6R,(:(.C/! 782.*'0/(! $4(82&0$./! (T4$/(3! 2!

8(;%,2&$89!48$#,(>!0.'(8(.&! 0.!"%/&82,02C/!:0/2!2882.;(>(.&/!7$8! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/<! -.!

(//(.*(5!&'0/!48$#,(>!280/(/!78$>!&'(!4%.0&0:(!*$./(c%(.*(/!&'2&!(./%(!78$>!#8(2*'!$7!&'(!

7$8&.0;'&,9!@$8=!'$%8/!8(c%08(>(.&!%.3(8!&'(!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&!:0/25!@'0*'!(T2*(8#2&(/!

&'(!:%,.(82#0,0&9!$7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/! 0.!&'(!"%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8!>28=(&<!1'(!4%84$/(!$7!

                                                
13  For example in 2013–14, visas were issued for 293,223 international students, 239,592 working holiday 

makers and 98,571 subclass 457 visa holders: Department of Immigration and Border Protection (2014), 
Annual Report, 2013–14, Commonwealth, Canberra, p 2.  
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!
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0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!0.!&'(!@$8=7$8*(<!"!'0;'!48$4$8&0$.!$7!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!@$8=!0.!

&'(! "%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! >28=(&<MO!P9! :08&%(! $7! &'(08! 9$%&'5! ,2*=! $7! (T4(80(.*(! @$8=0.;! 0.! 2!

7$8(0;.! *$%.&895! ,0>0&(3! /$*02,! 2.3! *$>>%.0&9! *$..(*&0$./5! 0./(*%8(! 8(/03(.*(! /&2&%/! 2.3!

,0>0&(3! =.$@,(3;(! $7! "%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! ,2@/! 2.3! &'(08! @$8=4,2*(! 80;'&/5! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/!28(!(:(.!>$8(!:%,.(82#,(!&'2.!>$/&!&(>4$8289!>0;82.&!@$8=(8/<!1'0/! 0/!*$%4,(3!

@0&'! &'(08! 70.2.*02,! .((3! &$! *$:(8! ,0:0.;! (T4(./(/! @'0,/&! /&%390.;! 0.! "%/&82,02<! "! JIMJ!

(/&0>2&(! 7$%.3! &'(8(! @2/! 2! gaaII! /'$8&72,,! #(&@((.! &'(! >$.(9! 2! /&%3(.&! @0&'! .$!

3(4(.3(.&/! 0/! 8(c%08(3! &$!'2:(! 0.!$83(8! &$!$#&20.!2.! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&C/! :0/2!2.3! &'(!

>0.0>%>! .((3(3! &$! ,0:(! 0.! "%/&82,02! @'0,/&! /&%390.;<Ma!"330&0$.2,,95! >2.9! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/!28(5!0.!(77(*&5!%.3$*%>(.&(3!@$8=(8/!2/!&'(9!@$8=!7$8!(>4,$9(8/!@'$!;0:(!&'(>!

*2/'60.6'2.3!429>(.&/<!1'0/!(77(*&0:(,9!>2=(/!&'(>!Z0,,(;2,!@$8=(8/C!@'$/(!48(/(.*(!0.!&'(!

,2#$%8!>28=(&! Z&(.3/! &$! 8(/%,&! 0.! /%#6/&2.3283! (>4,$9>(.&! 482*&0*(/5! #8(2*'(/! $7! '(2,&'!

2.3!/27(&9! ,2@/!2.3!0/!2//$*02&(3!@0&'!2.3!(.*$%82;(/!2#%/(/!$7!&'(!@(,728(!2.3!&2T2&0$.!

                                                
14  Australian Education International, 2006 International Student Survey: Report of the Consolidated Results 

from the Four Education Sectors in Australia (Canberra, Commonwealth of Australia, 2007); Simon 

Marginson, Christopher Nyland, Erlenawati Sawir and Helen Forbes-Mewett, International Student Security 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010) 134. 

15  Alexander Reilly, ‘Protecting Vulnerable Migrant Workers: The Case of International Students’ (2012) 25 
Australian Journal of Labour Law 181. 
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/9/&(>/C<MU!

!

W(*(.&!(>4080*2,!8(/(28*'!'2/!%.*$:(8(3!&'(!:%,.(82#,(!4$/0&0$.!$7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!

0.! &'(! ,2#$%8!>28=(&!2.3! &'(! &(.3(.*9! 7$8! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/! &$!#(!(>4,$9(3! 0.!.$.6

*$>4,02.*(!@0&'!"%/&82,02.!,2#$%8!,2@<!"!8(*(.&!/&%39!#9!^.0:(8/0&9!$7!A93.(9!2*23(>0*5!Q8!

A&(4'(.!e,0##$8.5! 7$%.3! &'2&!2,>$/&! &@$! &'083/!$7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/!@(8(!#(0.;!4203!

#(,$@!&'(!.2&0$.2,!>0.0>%>!'$%8,9!@2;(5!@0&'!/$>(!#(0.;!4203!2/! ,0&&,(!2/!gX!4(8!'$%8<MY!

1'0/!/&%39!2,/$!7$%.3!&'2&!>$8(!&'2.!2!&'083!$7!&'$/(!0.&(8:0(@(3!7(,&!&'8(2&(.(3!$8!%./27(!

2&!@$8=<!A0>0,28,95!2.$&'(8!/&%39!$7!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!@$8=0.;!0.!&'(!'$/40&2,0&9!/(*&$8!

7$%.3! Z(T&(./0:(! .$.6*$>4,02.*(! @0&'! ,2#$%8! 48$&(*&0$.C! 2.3! 7$%.3! 2,>$/&! '2,7! @(8(!

(>4,$9(3!0.!0.7$8>2,!V$#/!@0&'!*2/'60.6'2.3!429>(.&/!2.3!2,,!#%&!$.(!$7!&'(!0.&(8:0(@((/!

'23! .$&! #((.! 4203! &'(! *$88(*&! @2;(<MX!1'(/(! &@$! 8(*(.&! /&%30(/! (*'$! &'(! 8(/%,&/! $7! 2!

*$>48('(./0:(!JIIa!/&%39!#2/(3!$.!JII!0.&(8:0(@/!$7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!@'0*'!7$%.3!

&'2&!aXj!@(8(!#(0.;!4203!#(,$@! &'(! ,(;2,!>0.0>%>!2.3!(28.0.;!#(&@((.!gY!2.3!gMa!2.!

'$%8<ML!-&! /((>/! &'(.! &'2&! &'(! >2V$80&2802.! (T4(80(.*(! $7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/! 0.! &'(!

"%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! >28=(&! 0/! $.(! $7! (T4,$0&2&0$.5! 2,#(0&! &$! :2890.;! 3(;8((/5! @0&'!

%.3(8429>(.&!$8!.$.6429>(.&!$7!@2;(/!2!/9/&(>0*!0//%(<!

!

!"#$'+&&#.-$&#4+0(-*&5$/&(6#2*&3$

!

b.(!$7!&'(!480>289!8(2/$./!7$8!&'(!4(8/0/&(.&!(T4,$0&2&0$.!$7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/! 0.!&'(!

"%/&82,02.!,2#$%8!>28=(&!0/!&'(!7$8&.0;'&,9!@$8=!'$%8/!8(c%08(>(.&!%.3(8!&'(!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&!:0/2<!

!

^.3(8! &'(!)0;82&0$.! W(;%,2&0$./! MLLO! He&'K! 2.! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&!>%/&! .$&! (.;2;(! 0.!

                                                
16  S Howells, ‘Report on the Review of the Migration Amendment (Employer Sanctions) Act 2007’, DIAC, 

2010, p 25. 

17  S Clibborn, ‘7-Eleven: amnesty must apply to all exploited workers’, The Sydney Morning Herald, 9 

September 2015. 

18  Tham, Campbell and Boese, ‘Why is Labour Protection for Temporary Migrant Workers so Fraught? An 

Australian Perspective’ in Temporary Labour Migration in the Global Era edited by Howe and Owens. 

19  Simon Marginson, Christopher Nyland, Erlenawati Sawir and Helen Forbes-Mewett, International Student 

Security (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010) 136. 
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@$8=!0.!"%/&82,02!7$8!>$8(!&'2.!OI!'$%8/!2!7$8&.0;'&!3%80.;!/(>(/&(8<JI!1'(!82&0$.2,(!7$8!&'0/!

,0>0&2&0$.! $7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/C! @$8=! 80;'&/! 0/! &$! (./%8(! /&%3(.&/! 7$*%/! 480>280,9! $.!

&'(08! /&%30(/5! '$@(:(85! 07! /&%3(.&/! #8(2*'! &'0/! :0/2! *$.30&0$.! &'(08!@$8=! 0/! 3((>(3! 0,,(;2,!

2.3!&'(08!:0/2!*2.!#(!*2.*(,,(3<JM!!

!

G$8!2,,!:0/2!'$,3(8/5!&'(!)0.0/&(8!>29!*2.*(,!2!:0/2!07!0&/!'$,3(8!'2/!.$&!*$>4,0(3!@0&'!2!:0/2!

*$.30&0$.<JJ!G%8&'(85! 7$8! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!&'0/!*2.*(,,2&0$.!*2.!#(!3$.(!2%&$>2&0*2,,9!

&'8$%;'!/(8:0.;!&'(!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&!@0&'!2!.$&0*(<JN!".!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&!&'(.!'2/!

&$!244,9!7$8!8(:$*2&0$.!$7!&'(!*2.*(,,2&0$.5JO!2.3!48$:(!&'2&!&'(!#8(2*'!$7!&'(!:0/2!*$.30&0$.!

>2.32&0.;! 2! ,0>0&! $7! OI! '$%8/!@$8=! 4(8! 7$8&.0;'&!@2/! 3%(! &$! Z(T*(4&0$.2,! *08*%>/&2.*(/C!

&'2&!@(8(!#(9$.3!&'(08!*$.&8$,<Ja!

!

D8$$7!$7!Z(T*(4&0$.2,!*08*%>/&2.*(/C!@$%,3!#(!(T&8(>(,9!'283!7$8!2.!0.30:03%2,!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&! &$! 48$:03(! &$! &'(! Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.<! 1'(08! 9$%&'5! ,0>0&(3! (T4(80(.*(! 0.!

&'(/(!>2&&(8/!2.3!,2*=!$7!8(/$%8*(/!$8!2**(//!&$!/%44$8&!/(8:0*(/!>(2./!0&!@$%,3!#(!30770*%,&!

7$8! 2.! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&! &$! ;2&'(8! &'(! 48$$7! 8(c%08(3! 0.! $83(8(3! &$! (/&2#,0/'! &'(!

48(/(.*(!$7!(T*(4&0$.2,!*08*%>/&2.*(/<!

!

E0:(.! &'(/(! :0/2! 8%,(/5! 0&! 0/! %./%8480/0.;! &'(.5! &'2&! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/! 28(! 8(,%*&2.&! &$!

:$0*(!*$.*(8./!$:(8! &'(08!(T4,$0&2&0$.! 0.! &'(! ,2#$%8!>28=(&<!1'(08! 7(28!$7!:0/2!*2.*(,,2&0$.!

@$%,3!$:(8803(!2,,!(,/(!;0:(.!&'(!/%#/&2.&02,!/2*8070*(/!2.3!0.:(/&>(.&!>23(!#9!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/!2.3!2,/$!#9!&'(08!72>0,0(/!@'$!28(!7%.30.;!/&%3(.&/C!$:(8/(2/!(3%*2&0$.<!1(,,0.;,95!

&'(! GBbC/! >$/&! 8(*(.&! 2..%2,! 8(4$8&! 3$(/! .$&! 48$:03(! 2.9! 8(7(8(.*(! &$! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/!8(4$8&0.;!&$!&'(>!*$.*(8./!$:(8!(T4,$0&2&0:(!@$8=!*$.30&0$./<JU!1'(!/(*&0$.!$7!&'(!

                                                
20  Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth), Schedule 8, Visa condition 8105. 

21  For example, see the Department of Immigration and Border Protection’s clear advice to visa holders, 

‘breaching a visa condition can result in the cancellation of your visa.’ 

<http://www.border.gov.au/Trav/Stud/More/Visa-conditions>. 

22  Migration Act 1958, section 116. 

23  Migration Act 1958, section 137J; Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000 (Cth), section 20. 

24  Migration Act 1958, section 137K. 

25  Migration Act 1958, section 137L. 

26  Fair Work Ombudsman, Annual Report, p 30. 
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8(4$8&! 3(30*2&(3! &$! $:(8/(2/! @$8=(8/! ! 7$*%/(/! /$,(,9! $.! OaY! :0/2! '$,3(8/! 2.3! @$8=0.;!

'$,0329!>2=(8/<JY!

!

1'2&!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/C!:0/2/!*2.!#(!*2.*(,,(3!@'(.!2!:0/2!*$.30&0$.!0/!#8(2*'(3!2,,$@/!

%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8/!&$!(T4,$0&!&'0/<!",&'$%;'!&'(!V$0.&!"Pe6G20872T!>(302!0.:(/&0;2&0$.!

0.&$! Y6R,(:(.! %.*$:(8(3! $.(! /%*'! (T2>4,(! @'(8(! &'0/! $**%88(35! %.3$%#&(3,9! 0&! (T0/&/!

(,/(@'(8(!;0:(.!&'2&!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!28(!>$/&!,0=(,9!&$!#(!(>4,$9(3!0.!/(*&$8/!@0&'!2!

'0;'! 82&(!$7!.$.6*$>4,02.*(!@0&'!"%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! ,2@/! /%*'!2/!'$/40&2,0&9!2.3! 0.! ,$@!$8!

%./=0,,(3! @$8=<! 1'(! Y6R,(:(.! 0.:(/&0;2&0$.! 48$:03(3! &'(! 7$,,$@0.;! (T2>4,(/! $7! '$@!

(>4,$9(8/! '2:(! (T4,$0&(3! &'(! :0/2! 8%,(/! &$! *$(8*(! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&! @$8=(8/! 0.&$!

@$8=0.;!,$.;(8!'$%8/!7$8!8(>%.(82&0$.!#(,$@!&'(!,(;2,!>0.0>%>!2.3!@0&'$%&!*$>4,20.&_!

!

• D82.29!",2@2,2!8(/0;.(3!78$>!'0/!V$#!27&(8!;(&&0.;!2!#2*=!0.V%89!2&!@$8=<!\(!,2&(8!*$.78$.&(3!

'0/!(>4,$9(8!7$8!%.4203!@2;(/!#%&!'0/!(>4,$9(8C/!/$,0*0&$8!/(.&!'0>!2!,(&&(8!&'8(2&(.0.;!&$!

8(4$8&!'0>!&$!&'(!Q(428&>(.&!$7!->>0;82&0$.!7$8!@$8=0.;!>$8(!&'2.!JI!'$%8/!2!@((=<!

!

• A2>! D(.3(>! @2/! 8(c%08(3! &$! @$8=! MX! '$%8! /'07&/! 0.! #8(2*'! $7! '0/! :0/2! *$.30&0$./! 2.3!

"%/&82,02.! ,2#$%8! ,2@<! \(! @2/! &'8(2&(.(3! #9! '0/! (>4,$9(8! &$! ;$! &$! &'(! Q(428&>(.&! $7!

->>0;82&0$.!&$!'2:(!'0/!:0/2!*2.*(,,(3!07!'(!*$>4,20.(3!2#$%&!'0/!/2,289!$8!:0/2!*$.30&0$./<!

!

• )$'2>>(3! W2/'03! ^,,2&! 1'$30! @2.&(3! &$! 8(/0;.! 78$>! '0/! 4$/0&0$.! 2&! Y6R,(:(.! #%&! @2/!

&'8(2&(.(3!@0&'!3(4$8&2&0$.!#9!'0/!(>4,$9(8<!

!

• 1(V0.3(8! [0&! A0.;'!@2/!(>4,$9(3! 0.! &@$!Y6R,(:(.!/&$8(/!2.3!@2/!%.3(84203!2&!#$&'<!b7!'0/!

(T4(80(.*(5!"3(,(!G(8;%/$.5!&'(!V$%8.2,0/&!8(/4$./0#,(!7$8!&'0/!/&$89!@8$&(5!Z[((&!=.$@/!2!,$&!

$7! 4(8/$.!@$8=0.;! 2&! Y6R,(:(./! 0.!)(,#$%8.(<!\(! /29/! .$.(! $7! &'(>! 28(! ;(&&0.;! 4203! &'(!

48$4(8!@2;(/<!)2.9!28(!/*28(3!&$!/4(2=!%4!7$8!7(28!&'(9!'2:(!#8(2*'(3!&'(08!:0/2!*$.30&0$./!

2.3!@0,,!#(!3(4$8&(3<C
JX
!

!

                                                
27  Ibid. 

28  A full account of these examples can be found here, A Ferguson and S Danckert, ‘Revealed: How 7 Eleven 

is ripping off its workers’, The Age, 29 August 2015 <http://www.theage.com.au/interactive/2015/7-eleven-
revealed>. 
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!

1'(! AQ"! &(,(4'$.(! 2.3! @(#/0&(! '(,4,0.(/! '2:(! 8(*(0:(3! .%>(8$%/! >$8(! (T2>4,(/! $7! Y!

R,(:(.!782.*'0/(/!;8$//,9!%.3(84290.;!/&277!27&(8!&'(9!'23!#((.!*$(8*(3!0.&$!#8(2*'0.;!&'(08!

/&%3(.&!:0/2/<!B'0,/&!P282&!+%>28!+'2..2!@2/!48(428(3!&$!;$!4%#,0*!$.!&'(!Y_NI!8(4$8&5!&'(!

:2/&!>2V$80&9!'2:(!2/=(3!&'(!AQ"!&$!=((4!&'(08!03(.&079!*$.703(.&02,<!!

!

"!/0>0,28!70.30.;!@2/!>23(!#9!&'(!+.0;'&!W(:0(@!8(4$8&!@'0*'!/&2&(3_!

!

1'(8(! 0/! 2.(*3$&2,! (:03(.*(5! 428&0*%,28,9! 78$>! &823(! %.0$./5! &'2&! &'(!

>$/&!%./*8%4%,$%/!(>4,$9(8/!(T4,$0&! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!$.*(!&'(9!

2;8((! &$! 2.! 0.0&02,! #8(2*'! $7! &'(08! @$8=! 80;'&/<! A%*'! (>4,$9(8/! &'(.!

3(>2.3!2,,! /$8&/!$7! &'0.;/! 78$>! &'(08! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&!(>4,$9((/!

k!@$8=!2&!8(3%*(3!@2;(/5!#8(2*'(/!$7!$**%42&0$.2,!'(2,&'!2.3!/27(&9!

*$.30&0$./5!(:(.!/(T%2,!72:$%8/<!-.!(77(*&5!&'(!0.&(8.2&0$.2,!/&%3(.&/!28(!

#,2*=>20,(3! #9! &'(! &'8(2&! $7! &'(! (>4,$9(8! 8(4$8&0.;! &'(! /&%3(.&! 7$8!

&'(08! 0.0&02,!#8(2*'<!^.3(8!&'(!*%88(.&!8%,(/!2!8(4$8&(3!#8(2*'!$7!@$8=!

80;'&/!*2.!,(23!&$!2!>2.32&$89!*2.*(,,2&0$.!$7!&'(!/&%3(.&!:0/2<JL!!

!

A0>0,28,95! 2! /%#>0//0$.! #9! ^.0&(3! l$0*(! *$.*(8.0.;! &'(! (>4,$9>(.&! $7! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,!

/&%3(.&/!0.!&'(!*,(2.0.;!0.3%/&89!7$%.3!&'2&!0&!0/!*$>>$.!482*&0*(!7$8!*$.&82*&$8/!&$!Z4%/'!2!

/&%3(.&! &$!@$8=! $:(8! &'(08! m>2T0>%>no$8! 80/=! ,$/0.;! &'(08! V$#! $8! '$%8/<! b.*(! &'(9! '2:(!

3$.(! /$5! &'(! *$.&82*&$8! *2.!%/(! &'(! &'8(2&!$7! 8(4$8&0.;! /&%3(.&/! &$!om&'(!Q(428&>(.&!$7!

->>0;82&0$.n!07!&'(9!3$!.$&!2**(4&!&'(!*$.30&0$./!$7!(>4,$9>(.&!&'(!*$.&82*&$8!/(&/C<NI!

!

ED&/$",@144&FGH&I-41&J#@8()4&

!

^.,0=(! 0.&(8.2&0$.2,! /&%3(.&/5! OaY! :0/2! '$,3(8/! 28(! 8(c%08(3! &$! #(! /4$./$8(3! #9! 2.!

(>4,$9(8<! R>4,$9(8/! 0.0&02&(! &'(! >0;82&0$.! 48$*(//! &'8$%;'! >2=0.;! 2! 8(c%(/&! &$! &'(!

                                                
29  Michael Knight, Strategic Review of the Student Visa Program 2011 (Canberra, Commonwealth of 

Australia, 2011) 85.  

30  J Mills and L Zhang, United Voice, Submission to DIAC, Strategic Review of the Student Visa Program, 
2011, p 8. 
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Q(428&>(.&! $7! ->>0;82&0$.! &$! /4$./$8! 2! &(>4$8289! >0;82.&! @$8=(8<NM!b.,9! &(>4$8289!

>0;82.&!@$8=(8/!@0&'!2!V$#!$77(8!78$>!2.!"%/&82,02.!(>4,$9(8!28(!(,0;0#,(!7$8!2!OaY!:0/2<!"!

7(@! 8(;%,2&$89! *$./&820.&/!>$3(82&(! (>4,$9(8! 3(>2.3<! G$8! 2! /&28&5! 2! &(>4$8289!>0;82.&!

@$8=(8C/!$**%42&0$.!>%/&!#(!/=0,,(3!2.3!48(/(.&!$.!2.!$**%42&0$.2,!/'$8&2;(!,0/&<!"!>0;82.&!

@$8=(8C/! /2,289! >%/&! (T*((3! &'(! &'8(/'$,3! /(&! #9! &'(! ;$:(8.>(.&! 2/! @(,,! 2/! #(0.;!

(c%0:2,(.&! &$! &'(! 82&(! 2! ,$*2,! @$8=(8! @$%,3! 8(*(0:(! 7$8! 4(87$8>0.;! &'(! /2>(! V$#<NJ!-.!

2330&0$.5! 7$8! /$>(! $**%42&0$./5! 2.! (>4,$9(8!>%/&! &(/&! &'(! ,2#$%8!>28=(&5! 2,&'$%;'! &'0/!

8(c%08(>(.&!0/!.$&!$.(8$%/5!@0&'!$.(!V$#!23:(8&0/(>(.&5!(:(.!07!0&!0/!4,2*(3!$.!/$*02,!>(3025!

/2&0/790.;!3(428&>(.&2,!8(c%08(>(.&/<NN!1'0/!*$>#0.2&0$.!$7!2! ,0>0&(3!7$8>!$7!;$:(8.>(.&!

8(;%,2&0$.!2.3!(>4,$9(8!3(>2.3!0/!*$./0/&(.&!@0&'!0&/!4%84$/(<!1'(!OaY!:0/2C/!$#V(*&0:(!0/!
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31  The federal government department responsible for the 457 visa is the Department of Immigration and 

Border Protection (DIBP). Prior to this change in 2014 it was called the Department of Immigration and 

Citizenship (DIAC). At the time of the 457 visa’s introduction, it was called the Department of Immigration 

and Multicultural Affairs (DIMA). Hereafter, DIBP will be referred to as the ‘Department of Immigration’. 

32  Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth), regulation 2.72. 

33  Department of Immigration and Border Protection, Labour Market Testing in the Subclass 457 Visa 

Programme: Frequently Asked Questions (Canberra, Department of Immigration and Border Protection, 

2013). 

34  Department of Immigration and Border Protection, Booklet 9 — Temporary Work (Skilled) (Subclass 457) 

Visa (Canberra: Department of Immigration and Border Protection, 2014). This objective is set in policy, not 

legislation. The legislative and regulatory framework for the 457 visa does not include an objects clause, 

despite calls by some scholars that it include this. See: Joo-Cheong Tham, ‘Submission to the Senate Legal 

and Constitutional Affairs Committee Inquiry into the Migration Amendment (Temporary Sponsored Visas) 

Bill 2013’, 21 June 2013.  

35  The occupation must be listed on the Consolidated Sponsored Occupations List. A copy of the current list 

can be found here: <https://www.border.gov.au/Trav/Work/Work/Skills-assessment-and-assessing-
authorities/skilled-occupations-lists/CSOL>. 
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36  Cathryn Costello, ‘Migrants and Forced Labour: A Labour Law Response’ in Alan Bogg et al (eds), The 

Autonomy of Labour Law (London, Bloomsbury, 2015) 210. 

37  Visa Condition 8107.  

38  Although these visa holders can apply for permanent residency under the points-based system, the primary 

route is the Employer Nomination Scheme and the Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme, both of which 

are contingent upon employer sponsorship.  

39  Visa Subclass 457 Integrity Review, Final Report (Canberra, Commonwealth of Australia, 2008) 32 

(‘Deegan Report’) 51. For more on the ERG Review and the Deegan Review, see: Joanna Howe, ‘The 

Migration Amendment (Worker Protection) Act 2008: Long Overdue Reform, But Have Migrant Workers 

Been Sold Short?’ (2010) 24 Australian Journal of Labour Law 13. 

40  Deegan Report 51. 

41  Migration Act 1994(Cth), section 235. 
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42  For example, an SBS investigation uncovered the situation of ‘Walter’ who was on a 457 visa to work in 

Australia as a restaurant manager but was instead employed as a waiter: 

<http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2012/11/05/are-457-visa-holders-being-exploited>. 

43  Howe, J, Hardy, T and Cooney, S (2013), ‘Mandate, Discretion and Professionalism at an Employment 

Standards Enforcement Agency: An Antipodean Experience’ 35 Law and Society 1.  

44  For a description of the process of information sharing between the FWO and the DIBP, see: < 

http://www.fairwork.gov.au/find-help-for/visa-holders-and-migrants#working-holiday-visa>. 

45  P Dutton and M Cash (2015), ‘Illegal Workers Targeted Nationally’, media release, 28 May 2015.  
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46  ILO (International Labour Organisation) (2006), Labour Inspection, Report of the Committee of Experts on 

the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, General Survey of the Reports Concerning the 

Labour Inspection Convention 1947 (No 81) (etc), International Labour Conference, 95th session, 2006. For 

more on this point, see Rosemary Owens, ‘Temporary Labour Migration: Is Effective Enforcement 

Possible?’ in Temporary Labour Migration in the Global Era edited by Howe and Owens. 

47  Ibid. 
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67  For example in 2013-2014, visas were issued for 260 303 international students, 258 248 working 

holiday makers and 126 350 subclass 457 visa holders: DIAC, Annual Report 2012-2013, 2. 


